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Online linking to full text via third-party link-resolution services, such as 
Serials Solutions 360 Link or Ex Libris’ SFX, has become a popular method 
of access to users in academic libraries. This article describes several 
attempts made over the course of the past three years at the University of 
Michigan to gather data on linkage failure: the method used, the limiting 
factors, the changes made in methods, an analysis of the data collected and 
a report of steps taken locally as a result of the studies. It is hoped that the 
experiences at one institution may be applicable more broadly and, 
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Paths'to'FullXText'Access'As&shown&below&(see&table&1)&most&of&the&records&tested&in&Summon&used&Direct&Linking&to&attempt&to&reach&the&full&text.&The&percentage&varied&with&each&sample&tested&but&they&ranged&from&61%&to&70%.&The&remaining&records&used&360&Link&to&attempt&to&reach&the&full&text.&Most&of&the&time&when&360&Link&was&used,&1CClick&was&also&used&to&reach&the&full&text.&Between&Direct&Linking&and&1CClick&about&93%&to&94%&of&the&time&an&attempt&was&made&to&lead&users&directly&to&the&full&text&of&the&article&without&first&going&through&the&360&Link&menu.&& Sample&1&November&2012& Sample&2&December&2012& Sample&3&January&2013& Sample&4&January&2013&
Direct&Linking& 205& 68.3%& 210& 70.0%& 184& 61.3%& 190& 63.3%&





Attempts&to&reach&the&full&text&through&Direct&Linking&and&1CClick&were&rather&successful.&In&the&testing,&we&were&able&to&reach&full&text&through&those&methods&from&79%&to&about&84%&of&the&time&(see&table&2).&The&remaining&cases&were&situations&where&Direct&Linking/1CClick&did&not&lead&directly&to&the&full&text&or&we&reached&the&360&Link&menu.&&& Sample&1&November&2012& Sample&2&December&2012& Sample&3&January&2013& Sample&4&January&2013&Direct&Linking& 197& 65.7%& 204& 68.0%& 173& 57.7%& 185& 61.7%&360&Link/1CClick& 45& 15.0%& 47' 15.7%& 64& 21.3%& 55& 18.3%&Total&out&of&300& 242& 80.7%& 251& 83.7%& 237& 79.0%& 240& 80.0%&



























n&=&87&Full&Text/Page&with&fullCtext&link& 45& 58.4%& 47& 67.1%& 64& 65.3%& 55& 63.2%&Table&of&Contents& 12& 15.6%& 6& 8.6%& 10& 10.2%& 6& 6.9%&Error&but&full&text&available& 6& 7.8%& 11& 15.7%& 10& 10.2%& 18& 20.7%&Results&list& 6& 7.8%& 2& 2.9%& 10' 10.2%& 4& 4.6%&Error&and&no&fullCtext&link&on&target& 6& 7.8%' 1& 1.4%& 2& 2.0%& 2& 2.3%&Wrong&article& 1& 1.3%& 1& 1.4%& 1& 1.0%& 2& 2.3%&Other& 1& 1.3%& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%&Abstract/Citation&Only& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%& 1& 1.0%' 0& 0.0%&Unable&to&access&full&text&through&available&fullCtext&link& 0& 0.0%& 1& 1.4%& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%&Search&box& 0& 0.0%& 1& 1.4%& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%&Minor&results15& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%& 0& 0.0%&
Table'5.&Results&with&360&Link:&Citations&using&1CClick&

























n&=&5&CitationCOnly&record&in&Summon& 1& 12.5%& 3& 50.0%' 4& 36.4%& 1& 20.0%&Incomplete&target&collection& 1& 12.5%& 0& 0.0%& 1& 9.1%& 1& 20.0%&Incorrect&coverage&in&knowledgebase& 0& 0.0%' 0& 0.0%& 2& 18.2%& 0& 0.0%&Summon&has&incorrect&link& 3& 37.5%& 1& 16.7%& 2& 18.2%& 2& 40.0%&Summon&incorrectly&indicating&available&access&to&full&text& 3& 37.5%& 2& 33.3%& 2& 18.2%& 1& 20.0%&




















































(IOTA):&Recommendations&for&Link&Resolver&Providers,&April&26,&2013,&http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/10811/RPC21C2013_IOTA.pdf.&6.&& NISO/UKSG&KBART&Working&Group,&KBART:&Knowledge&Bases&and&Related&Tools.&7.&& Oliver&Pesch,&“Improving&OpenURL&Linking,”&Serials&Librarian&63,&no.&2&(2012):&135–45,&http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/0361526X.2012.689465.&8&& Jason&Price&and&Cindi&Trainor,&“Chapter&3:&Digging&into&the&Data:&Exposing&the&Causes&of&Resolver&Failure,”&Library&Technology&Reports&46,&no.&7&(October&2010):&15–26.&9.&& Ibid.,&26.&10.&&Xiaotian&Chen,&“BrokenCLink&Reports&from&SFX&Users,”&Serials&Review&38,&no.&4&(December&2012):&222–27,&http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.serrev.2012.09.002.&&11.&&Lois&O’Neill,&“Scaffolding&OpenURL&Results,”&Reference&Services&Quarterly&14,&no.&1–2&(2009):&13–35,&http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10875300902961940.&12.&&http://www.lib.umich.edu/.&See&the&ArticlesPlus&tab&of&the&search&box.&13.&&One&problem&we&had&in&testing&was&that&log&data&for&February&2013&was&not&preserved.&This&would&have&been&used&to&build&the&sample&tested&in&April&2013.&To&get&around&this&we&decided&to&take&two&samples&from&the&January&2013&log.&14.&&The&“Minor&results”&row&is&a&combination&of&all&results&that&did&not&represent&at&least&0.5%&of&the&records&using&Direct&Linking&for&at&least&one&sample.&This&includes&the&following&results:&Error&but&full&text&available,&Error&and&full&text&not&accessible&through&full&text&link&on&target,&Main&journal&page,&360&Link&menu&with&no&full&text&links,&Results&list,&Search&box,&Table&of&Contents,&and&Other.&15.& The&“Minor&results”&row&is&a&combination&of&all&results&that&did&not&represent&at&least&0.5%&of&the&records&using&360&Link&for&at&least&one&sample.&This&includes&the&following&results:&Error&and&full&text&not&accessible&through&full&text&link&on&target,&Main&journal&page,&360&Link&menu&with&no&full&text&links,&Listing&of&volumes/issues. 
